Utah FCCLA Dress Codes for Conferences

Mandatory Attire for all student attendees for General Sessions, Region Conferences, Workshops, Business Session, STAR Event Recognition Sessions:

Advisers are responsible for enforcing the dress policy with their students.

• Red, black or white oxford or polo (collared) shirt; **solid colors**, no patterns; can be long or short sleeves
• Black bottoms (slacks, skirts-no shorter than 2 inches above the knee)-no capris, shorts, or leggings
• Black Sheath Dress only if worn **with FCCLA red blazer**
• Dress Shoes (black preferred)

• Jeans, t-shirts, athletic wear are **NOT acceptable**

Exception: Culinary Arts participants are welcome to wear their Chef’s Attire during the STAR Events Recognition Sessions.

**STAR Events participants** are expected to adhere to the published dress code for all general sessions, workshops, and the STAR Events Recognition Session. For participation in competition, follow event specifications for dress, and wear appropriate clothing for the nature of the presentation. If attending conference activities prior to or immediately after a STAR Events presentation, be prepared to change into clothing that meets the conference dress code.

**Advisers/ Chaperones/ Guests**

• Business professional
• Jeans, t-shirts, athletic wear, and athletic shoes are **NOT included**